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How Inspiring! Ray and Chris love their life together
and fulfilled their dreams despite an incurable
cancer. After Rays death, Chris experienced a
fascinating journey from mourning to healing in Bali,
the mystical island with a wonderful tropical nature,
friendly relaxed people who live their spirituality.
Adam Milan washes up on the coast of Bali after
being forced off a yacht at gunpoint by a psychotic
captain. He is taken in by Anak, a Balinese hotel
owner and healer. During his recuperation Adam is
reported drowned by the media and he sees this as
an opportunity for a fresh start in life. Assuming a
new identity, Adam takes a job at Anak’s hotel and
gradually rebuilds his life while experiencing all that
the Island of the Gods has to offer. Things take a
sinister turn, however, when he becomes entangled
in a world of drug dealers, and when a friend is
arrested with ten kilos of cocaine Adam is forced to
help him escape from Bali’s notorious Kerobokan
prison, or ‘Hotel K’. Shaman of Bali offers a riveting
insight into a world of drug smuggling, cockfighting,
bribery and imprisonment, flavoured with shamanic
rituals and Balinese mysticism. Based on the
experiences of the author, this powerful crime thriller
does for Bali what Shantaram did for Bombay.
These poems are for all lovers without exception,
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whether or not they're members of this other,
exclusive club. Blessed are they who aren't
members, just as surely as all true-blue members in
good standing wish they weren't. There's only one
way into this club, and no way out. If you lose a
spouse to the Lord that you cannot live without, but
manage to live on by brute force, you're in the ranks
of the bereaved torch carriers of this very painful
club. The poems of this bo
Intrepid young curator-turned-private eye Jenna
Murphy—whom readers first met in A Head in
Cambodia—goes to the tourist town of Ubud to study
early twentieth-century Balinese painting. But her
first discovery when she arrives in Indonesia is the
speared body of expat artist Flip Hendricks. She
soon is working with an old friend, a detective for the
Ubud police force, to seek the killer. Jenna suspects
the motive for the killing has to do with Flip’s
paintings. Detective Wayan Tyo is not so sure. Is
Jenna right, or are there other forces at work in this
paradise overrun with tourists? The threats to
Jenna’s safety pile up, until she can no longer deny
that her life is in danger. Her entanglement with
various men only clouds her judgment and
complicates the situation. As she did in the first
Jenna Murphy book, in A Death in Bali, Nancy
Tingley draws on her extensive experience as a
scholar of Asian art to bring the armchair traveler an
immersive, inside view of the art world.
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A hospice doctor shares her own experience with
near death and her work with the dying.
The energy for Tea with Mom: Spiritual Lessons on
Life and Death, evolved during the 203 days
Dobbins spent acting as his mother's primary
caregiver before she died of cancer in 2011. Dobbins
began to realize as a caregiver, that in death there is
the opportunity for healing, for both the patient and
the caregiver. The time he spent with his mother
proved to be a transformational journey of deep
healing leading him through reconciliation to renewal
and ultimately enlightenment. Tea with Mom, begins
just after his mother's death, on the Island of Bali in
Indonesia. Bali is where Dobbins was finally able to
allow himself to grieve, to truly experience the gift of
the year he spent caring for the mother who had
abused and abandoned him as a child. As his
mother's son, he found he was able to recognize the
sadness in her life, her internal pain. He felt her
sorrow. He saw and understood with empathy,
compassion how her life had descended into an
abyss of unlived possibility. He saw and recognized
the scars of injustice. His journey asks whether it is
possible to show up in service of a loved one without
healing one's personal story. Whether it is possible
to move into a deep place of unconditional loving
where one's pain subsides into the nothingness from
which it arose. Throughout the book, Dobbins
chronicle's the various challenges he lived through
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and how through the act of caregiving, through
prayer, intention setting, forgiveness and acceptance
he was able to heal his pain and let go of the
aspects of his identity - his "story" - that had created
limitation.
The book deals with the forms, contents and societal
meaning of Balinese dance. It shows the aesthetics
of Balinese dance while highlighting the role of
dance in Balinese society. It is of interest for all Bali
enthusiasts - ethnologists, dramatists or theater
visitors, dancers, actors and, in particular, travelers
to Bali. The book accounts for the attraction that
Balinese dance has on nearly every person who
comes into contact with it. The reader gets to know a
few dancers personally. They are presented in short
portraits; one learns about their development,
relationship to their art and their typical work day.
Will he ever find his love again or will she always just
be a memory?
In 1845 a blight of unknown origin destroyed the
potato crop in Ireland triggering a series of events
that would change forever the course of Ireland's
history. The British government called the famine an
act of God. The Irish called it genocide. By any name
the famine caused the death of over one million
men, women, and children by starvation and
disease. Another two million were forced to flee the
country. With the famine as a backdrop, this is a
story about two families as different as coarse wool
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and fine silk. Michael Ranahan, the son of a tenant
farmer, dreams of breaking his bondage to the land
and going to America. The passage money has been
saved. He's made up his mind to go. And then-the
blight strikes and Michael must put his dream on
hold. The landlord, Lord Somerville, is a
compassionate man who struggles to preserve a
way of life without compromising his ideals. To add
to his troubles, he has to deal with a recalcitrant
daughter who chafes at being forced to live in a
country of "bog runners."In The Time Of Famine is a
story of survival. It's a story of duplicity. But most of
all, it's a story of love and sacrifice.
We live in a world where the one time opposition
between things and humans has been transformed,
where the centre of contemporary sensibility is the
encounter between philosophy and sexuality, where
sex extends well beyond both the act and the body.
We live in a world where to be sexy is to ignore the
distinctions between animate and inanimate objects
of desire, where the aesthetics of sex are being
revolutionised. An organic sexuality, based on sex
difference and driven by desire and pleasure, is
being replaced by a neutral, inorganic and artificial
sexuality, a sexuality always available but indifferent
to beauty, age or form, a sexuality freed by thought
from nature. The Sex Appeal of the Inorganic takes
the reader on a radical, new tour of Western
philosophy - from Descartes, Kant and Hegel to
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Heidegger, Wittgenstein and Sartre - to reframe our
understanding of personal experience and the
aesthetic, to examine how, if we are to remember
how to feel, we must become a thing who feels, we
must think ourselves closer to the inorganic world
and move further from our bodies.
This book is a eulogy to the love that Helena and
Émile shared as soulmates and continue to share
beyond death. The stream of reflections on their life
together, Émile's sudden death and Helena's quest
to reach him beyond this physical dimension is
followed by poems that express her anguish and a
love that is eternal.
The Island of Bali—a true paradise is explored in this
classic travelogue. From the artists and writers of the
1930s to the Eat, Pray, Love tours so popular today,
Bali has drawn hoards of foreign visitors and
transplants to its shores. What makes Bali so
special, and how has it managed to preserve its
identity despite a century of intense pressure from
the outside world? Bali: A Paradise Created bridges
the gap between scholarly works and more popular
travel accounts. It offers an accessible history of this
fascinating island and an anthropological study not
only of the Balinese, but of the paradise–seekers
from all parts of the world who have traveled to Bali
in ever–increasing numbers over the decades. This
Bali travelogue shows how Balinese culture has
pervaded western film, art, literature and music so
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that even those who've never been there have
enjoyed a glimpse of paradise. This authoritative,
much–cited work is now updated with new photos
and illustrations, a new introduction, and new text
covering the past twenty years.
Island of Bali is now available with a foreword by
Professor Adrian Vickers which puts the book into
context for a modern audience. First published in
1937, Island of Bali is still regarded by many as the
most authoritative text on Bali and its fascinating
people. Included is a wealth of information on the
daily life, art, customs and religion of this magical
"Island of the Gods." In the author's own words it
presents a "bird's-eye view of Balinese life and
culture." Miguel Covarrubias, the author, was a
noted painter and caricaturist as well as a student of
anthropology. He lived in Bali for a total of three
years in the early 1930s, and today his account is as
fresh and insightful as it was when it was originally
published. Introducing the island with a survey of hits
history, geography and social structure, Covarrubias
goes on to present a captivating picture of Balinese
art, music and drama. Religion, witchcraft, death and
cremation are also covered. Island of Bali will appeal
to anyone with an interest in this unique island, from
general Eat, Pray, Love readers to serious
anthropologist alike. Complementing the text are 90
drawings by Covarrubias and countless others by
Balinese artists. Also included are 114 half-tone
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photographs, and five full-color paintings by the
author.
Reproduction of the original: Love in A Cloud by Arlo
Bates
This colorfully illustrated multicultural children's book
presents a touching story about a little girl and her
love of Balinese dance. Tari lives on the beautiful
island of Bali with her family and friends. She lives a
wonderful life, marked by all the things that make
Bali special—the lively temple celebrations which
occur regularly in her village, the gorgeous
suroundings, the warm feelings of her Balinese
neighbors, and, most importantly, dance. Tari lives to
dance. Just like her beloved grandmother, dance
exists for both of them as a favorite art form. One
day, Tari's grandmother gives her a special gift—but
shortly after, she passes away. In a special
ceremony, Tari and her family bid goodbye to her
grandmother. Tari gives her grandmother the best
gift she knows how to give—a perfect performance of
a dance that her grandmother, too, performed when
she was very young. Intended for young girls who
love to dance, Tari: The Little Balinese Dancer is a
moving tale set on the tropical island of Bali, and it
provides an excellent introduction to key aspects of
Balinese culture. No matter what her ethnicity, young
girls will easily relate to the special themes in this
story, including the importance of family and the
strong bonds of community, traditions such as the
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famous Legong dance, death of a family member,
and the grieving process. Full of traditional Balinese
Hindu beliefs, this story offers the message that kids
all over the world are unified in the ways they feel
about the people and things they love.
Terrie and Doug Oxtal gave their lives to a dream.
After over 35 years of marriage the result of their
devotion to four children and each other, life was
perfect until the day they left the hospital with only
their youngest son Andrew's jacket. The
unspeakable grief that took over their lives is
captured in letters written to Andrew where the love
spills on to every page. The journey is there, the love
is there, the sense of loss is there between the lines
of shock and pain, with a true understanding of
compassion. The Oxtal family knows Andrew has
gone home, and they live with him in their hearts,
until they meet again. For those who have suffered
the loss of a child, this mother's letters will take you
to a place so familiar they won't make you feel alone.
For those who have not lost a child, this book will
take you to a place where love is all that matters.
"Life asked Death, 'Why do people love me, but hate
you?' Death responded, 'Because you are a beautiful
lie, and I am a painful truth.' " Anonymous
Supernatural, horror, speculative fiction, thriller
Anthology of short stories Nearly 400 pages of
thought-provoking fiction & fantasy A mixed-genre
collection of tales both fascinating & fantastic There's
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an ironic beauty between humanity's love of Life and
fear of Death. Life seemingly brings joy, happiness,
hope, and love. Death can end sadness, illness,
suffering, and pain. We asked writers to "Let the title
and quote take your imagination, your story,
wherever it wants to go." Join them now as an
international blend of authors, both fresh and
seasoned, bring you an exceptional menu of
speculative fiction, mystery, realism, horror, and the
supernatural. If your palate varies from the macabre
to the dramatic, Beautiful Lies, Painful Truths
provides an assortment of tasty treasures that will
chill, delight, and give you food for thought. Family
Ties by Cara Fox A metaphysical tale of life, death,
and familial bonds. Red Carnation by Brandon L.
Summers A thought-provoking supernatural drama
of duty and death. With Infinite Complacency by
Steve Cameron A sci-fi saga about the end of the
world, cosmic lies, and bananas. Death and the
Horse by Terri Bruce A whimsical fantasy portraying
Death, equines, and characters of myth. The Fall by
Paul K. Metheney On the cliff's edge of suicide, a
mortal questions God's power. A Picture of You by
Timothy Vincent A sci-fi drama of infidelity, selfdeception, murder, and love. The Half-Dead Man by
Michael J. Hultquist A macabre narrative of family,
fear, and the final truth. The Bet by Paul K.
Metheney Immortal entities wager on a man's choice
of life or death. In Dark Places by Robert James In
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the wake of her husband's death, a woman seeks
the truth, or madness. Again and Again by A.G.
Lopes A supernatural and international story of love,
coincidence, and fate. Conscius Sibi by T. Gillmore
A sci-fi story uncovering deceptive origins and the
fantastic truth. Ghost Trap by Douglas Clark An
urban fantasy of spectral demons. Who ya' gonna
call? The Firekeeper by J.M. Williams A mystical
legend of Native American folklore. Heaven's Eyes
by S.R. Betler A supernatural and epic tale of a
woman's deadly encounters. The Devil's Embrace by
S.D. Hintz Other-worldly and unholy vows: Till death
(or the neighbors) do us part. Slosh by J. Ryan
Blesse A graphic narrative of betrayal, pain, and
death as real as today's headlines. Guardians of the
Dead by J.M. Williams A Native American legend of
the Afterlife. The Planet of Purple Forests by Carrie
Gessner A science fiction tale of war, lies, honor,
and betrayal. The Look by Robert Petyo The drama
of a divorcee suspecting her ex of the worst kind of
lie. Selfie Warfare by Shaun Avery Social media
takes a fatal and supernatural turn in this fantastic
thriller. The Forgiveness Booths by EB Pollock A
science fiction mystery separating truth, lies, and
justice. Pinot by Devin Bradley A dramatic thriller
about lies and love and the final glass of wine.
Pondering Eternity Over Waffles at Last Call by JCC
Downing Vacations and celestial philosophy can boil
down to romance and truth. One Night in Memphis
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by LJ Hippler Flash fictional tale takes a page from
reality exposing a shocking truth.
Love and Death in BaliTuttle Publishing
This book tells the story of Bali—the "paradise island
of the Pacific"—its rulers and its people, and their
encounters with the Western world. Balinese history
tells a fascinating story. For a thousand years, the
peculiar splendor of Balinese–Hindu culture came
very close to satisfying the social, religious and
artistic needs of the people. The arrival of European
visitors in the 1920s and 1930s soon made the
island's magical charms known to the outside world,
and forever changed the "real, unspoiled" Bali. This
is the story about the vulnerability—and durability—of
an ancient culture to the modern world. There
already exists a wealth of literature on Balinese art
and thought and the singularly beautiful Balinese
way of life which often seems to outsiders like a
lavishly costumed pageant continuously and merrily
played out against a superbly scenic tropical
backdrop. A new introduction by Adrian Vickers, a
professor of history at the University of Sydney,
places the book into the context of the literature on
Bali and the impact that the Western world and
tourism are currently having on the island.
This is the true story of a 23 year old U.s. Navy sailor
who was murdered on a NAVY SHIP and the Navy
felt it was better to throw away this life rather than
conduct a full investigation into the circumstances of
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this young man life.; This book was written in
memory of myh son Michael John Lockwood, I.C.2,
USN deceased.
Cancer sucks, death sucks even more. But we
humans don’t have the power to stop either of them
from messing with our lives. They enter our lives
whenever and wherever they choose to. Cancer is
so common that each one of us have known
someone who has dealt with the disease; some of us
have lost a loved one to cancer. Common does not
always mean simple, and it also does not mean we
know everything about it. The diagnosis of cancer,
regardless of the disease’s curability, is almost
always nerve-wracking, even for healthcare
providers like the main character of this book who is
a veteran nurse. This book is written in first person;
the subject is a middle aged woman who had been
separated from her boyfriend some thirty years ago
and then after three decades when she searches for
an oncologist for treatment of an aggressive cancer
that she was recently diagnosed, she finds her exboyfriend’s name and decides to see him. That
brings back the memory of their past together, and
she starts going though her old diary she had written
some thirty years in the past. Part of the story is set
in Nepal (from the diary) and the other part is set in
the USA ( this takes place after her cancer
diagnosis). The main character of the story was born
with ‘Manglik’ cosmic influencer, meaning that the
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planet Mars “mangal Graha” was in such position in
the solar system at the time of her birth that it would
have strong negative effect on her husband if she
married a man who was non-Manlik (a person born
at the time when the planet Mars was not in such
position.) What happens next changes the lives of
the main characters.
Indistinct voices, strange visitations and unusual
dreams have begun to plague Nineteen-year-old
Khari days before her return from London to her
Oregon home. As the occurrences have spawned
haunting emotions she thought she had escaped,
she realizes she can't ignore them any longer and
begins to surrender to their pull. Feeling weary and a
bit crazy, Khari struggles to cope with what is
happening to her. She is forced to open up about
herself, only to find out secrets were kept from her
by those she trusts the most. She then begins a
problematic journey toward self-discovery and
uncovers more than she ever imagined possible.
But, continuing toward understanding requires Khari
to face a dangerous figure, risk of death and a fight
for love. Kharishma explores the importance of
family ties, both past and present, the consequences
of love and hate, and the power of believing in ones
self. It is a story of deception, humility, discovery and
the strength of bonds to the seen and unseen. It is a
story that will not be easily forgotten and will leave
you wishing for more.
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Lily Gayle and the gang set out to find a killer after
local baker Luxen Natolovich is found dead hours
before the grand opening weekend at the new Bed
and Breakfast in town, Midnight Dragonfly. As Lily
Gayle deciphers the clues around Luxen's death she
uncovers a conspiracy of lies and half-truths that
could very well be tied to a refugee camp in
Mississippi during World War II. The deeper Lily
Gayle digs the deeper the conspiracy runs and the
closer she comes to being the killers next victim. A
2017 Official Selection in mystery by New Apple
Awards. This cozy mystery, Cherry Cake and a
Cadaver, from Susan Boles is a new addition to the
great southern cozy mystery tradition of Tonya
Kappes, Miranda James and Larissa Reinhart.
Set against the backdrop of the Dutch invasion of
Bali just over a century ago, and the resulting "mass
suicides" of the Balinese royalty, the moving story
unfolds of the peasant Pak and his family and
friends, and the tragedy that is their shared fate.
Written within living memory of the bloody events
called the puputan (the "ending"), Love and Death in
Bali is the story of a passionate yet peaceful and
deeply spiritual people who defy the Dutch imperial
forces through an act that would bring them certain
death—and certain rebirth. The looting of a Chinese
trading ship gives the Dutch colonial forces the
perfect excuse to intervene in island affairs, but they
encounter astonishing resistance. In the battle of
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Badung, wave upon wave of Balinese clothed in
white ceremonial garb charged into the blazing
Dutch guns, kris daggers in hand, prepared to die.
Who among them will survive, and how will their
lives be forever changed? Love and Death in Bali,
first published in German in 1937, is considered by
many to be the finest novel ever written about this
island paradise where everyone, regardless of caste
of position, is woven into the fabric of an ancient
culture, connected by customs and, above all, by
strong religious beliefs. now reissued in a completely
reedited edition under its original title, with an
introduction by anthropologist and award-winning
author Nigel Barkley.
It is known as the Island of Gods - and what
happens in Bali might leave the spiritual guardians of
this dreamy holiday destination weeping tears of
dismay or gazing down with contentment that all is
well in this Hindu domain. These are the events that
made headlines around the world, or which were
quietly played out behind a veil of tropical serenity.
More than four million tourists, both rich and budgetconscious, visit the island each year; it is inevitable
that things go wrong. Drugs, surfing, murder, love,
death on the roads, hangovers, bombs,
relaxation...they are all part of a cocktail of life in a
land of looming volcanoes, hillside rice paddies and
idyllic beaches Bali was the backdrop for two
extraordinarily colourful weddings that ended in tears
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- the 'marriage' of Mick Jagger and Jerry Hall and the
ceremony that saw an English model joined in
matrimony to a Prince who never was. There are the
drug smugglers, such as the infamous Bali Nine,
Schapelle Corby and the English grandmother
Lindsay Sandiford, and the story of an American
hold-up man who hit the convenience stores with a
knife and a Balinese wife who plotted the brutal
murder of her British-Australian husband. Then there
are are the terrorists who killed more than 200
tourists and local people in an infamous bombing
and the shocking story of the 'Body in the Suitcase'
Murder, when a wealthy US socialite was brutally
murdered by her daughter and her boyfriend.
"People are dead, slaughtered like animals in the
night. The reigning power, the Hulcandans, blame
rebels. Rabreah, a rebel, knows it's a lie. Her
younger sister, Ariliah, doesn't; like the majority of
the townspeople, she believes those in authority,
swallowing their words with complete trust. Besides,
she's too busy fighting her own silent war at home.
While Rabreah dedicates herself to truth and
freedom, Ariliah is just trying to survive their mother's
abuse. But as unknown forces threaten to rip their
world apart, the line between friend and enemy
blurs. All is not as it seems. In fact, nothing may
be."--Back cover.
Indonesian Manuscripts from the Islands of Java,
Madura, Bali and Lombok is an original, pioneering,
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and richly illustrated work that discusses hitherto
unaddressed features of manuscript traditions of
these islands. The extensive description of palm-leaf
manuscripts in particular opens up avenues for
further study.
A natural and cultural history of crying probes this
phenomenon from every angle, using the work of
philosophers, poets, scholars, scientists,
anthropologists, and sociologists to trace the
changing meaning of tears throughout the years.
Reprint.
Every marriage is different and every couple is sure
to undergo their own set of hardships, and joyful
moments. Conflict however is a widespread
antagonist that will seep into every marriage and
relationship like unwanted sea water seeps into a
boat. How to Kill a Marriage is a unique true story,
that uncovers the raw authentic struggles of
marriage, and relationships. You will feel like a fly on
the wall as the author vividly depicts real conflict and
imperfect resolution. This book will engage your
emotions and make you reconsider your ideas about
unconditional love, relationships, and break ups.
There is a thin line between love and hate and a
parallel twisted comparison between a marriage
ending and a murder. This story uses comparative
literature to help paint the picture of how we all have
the ability within us to gruesomely murder the purest
forms of love.
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2013 GOLD MEDAL WINNER: Reader's Favorite
International Book Award for Christian Romance.
The Missing Piece by international bestselling author
Carol McCormick. "Fresh dialogue, realistic
characters, a powerful message. McCormick does a
great job creating her characters and portraying the
struggles they endure," The Romance Readers
Connection How does a man pick up the pieces
when his world crashes around him? Misplaced
priorities shattered his marriage. Problems almost
crushed him. Love motivated him to mend the
damage, once he found all the pieces. After only a
few months of marriage, Lorraine left Dylan on a
wintry night after he'd spent one too many nights out
with the guys. Unable to cope with the loss, Dylan
escapes the painful feelings by drinking them away.
This decision costs him a year-and-a-half of his life
after he stops in a little mountain town and ends up
in the local jail. When he's released, he returns home
in search of a job to get his life...and his wife back.
The Missing Piece is not only a love story about a
man who loves a woman, but is also a love story
about a merciful God who loves mankind, even when
he falls. The novel is an emotionally-charged journey
of hope and redemption with a touch of spunk, a hint
of humor, and a few twists along the way.
Traces the author's decision to quit her job and travel
the world for a year after suffering a midlife crisis and
divorce, an endeavor that took her to three places in
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her quest to explore her own nature, experience
fulfillment and learn the art of spiritual balance.
(Biography & autobiography). Reissue. A best-selling
book. Movie tie-in.
Many men dream of running away to a tropical island
and living surrounded by beauty and exotic
exuberance. Walter Spies did more than dream. He
actually did it. In the 1920s and 30s, Walter Spies —
ethnographer, choreographer, film maker, natural
historian and painter — transformed the perception of
Bali from that of a remote island to become the site
for Western fantasies about Paradise and it
underwent an influx of foreign visitors. The rich and
famous flocked to Spies’ house in Ubud and his life
and work forged a link between serious academics
and the visionaries from the Golden Age of
Hollywood. Charlie Chaplin, Noel Coward, Miguel
Covarrubias, Vicki Baum, Barbara Hutton and many
others sought to experience the vision Spies offered
while Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson, the
foremost anthropologists of their day, attempted to
capture the secret of this tantalizing and enigmatic
culture. Island of Demons is a fascinating historical
novel, mixing anthropology, the history of ideas and
humour. It offers a unique insight into that complex
and multi-hued world that was so soon to be swept
away, exploring both its ideas and the larger than life
characters that inhabited it.
At just twenty-two years of age, Briana Mils finds herself
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at a desperate crossroads.Once a promising student at
the University of Oregon, she now finds herself alone on
the streets of Portland with only the clothes on her back,
memories of a happier time, and the stray dog that's
adopted her. And she's got the drug that helps her
forget.Briana's mistakes haunt her, lashing her with
severe consequence, forcing her to make a decision few
would ever make. Still, in a final attempt to make her
young life count for something, Briana begins writing it all
down—everything—so that others walking the crumbling
precipice of rebellion might leap to safety before it's too
late.She writes about her present struggles and the past.
She writes about Michael, the boy she loved and left
behind when she went off to college. She writes about
the violent activism and drug that derailed her life. She
writes about the demands placed on her by a socially
conscious mother, and the adoration shown by a proud
father. And Briana talks about Brody—the young activist
leader who captured her heart, took it to the altar, and
then crushed it.What develops is an engrossing record of
a young and troubled life, one both beautiful and ugly,
innocent and corrupt, lost and then found. And wrapped
in its literary sinew is a cast of characters as diverse and
engaging as the stars, and an impassioned love story
sure to transcend time.What readers are
saying:“Timeless…provocative.”“Characters so real
you'd swear this was a true account.”“A brilliant
read!”Alone Among People is D. M. Anthony's first
novel. He lives in California where he's at work on his
next book.This review is from: Alone Among People
(Paperback)A Compelling and Heart Warming Story,
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September 25, 2012"Alone Among People is at once an
engaging, moving story and a provocative statement
about the thin line between thriving and sinking into an
abyss as inescapable as quicksand. Its timeless and
uplifting messages of hope conquering despair, healing
borne of love and care, and peace at discovering one's
identity are an inspiration. The author's empathy for the
characters and their plight betrays knowledge of what he
writes, and offers the reader a unique glimpse into a
vulnerable and intimate place… his heart. I recommend
this book to anyone who has traveled through the
anguish of darkness and longed for the light; it may just
guide your way."
Professor Boon places our current understanding of Bali
within the context of historical views of Balinese life and
religion, beginning with the initial Dutch contacts after
1597. Based on field work in Indonesia as well as
historical research, this book is the first thorough study of
Balinese social and cultural dynamics.
DO YOU NEED TO HEAL WHILE CONNECTING WITH
YOUR CHILD WHO DIED? If you don't know how you
are going to be able to go on after the loss of your child,
you want a step-by-step guide that will provide you with
the information and tools you need to nurture your
connection with your child. Most bereaved parents do not
feel understood by those who have not gone through
their experience; if you can relate, make sure you read
this book by Author Selene Negrette, who after -losing
her child to cancer- began supporting grieving parents as
a social worker. By collecting all her pearls of wisdom,
she developed the program "From Winter to Spring".
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This program will show you: * How to get in touch with
the feelings that are keeping you paralyzed and learn
practices to transmute them and let them go * How to get
in touch with how much the loss of your child has
changed you in order to learn new ways to cope * How to
fill your inner reservoir of love so that you can nurture
yourself and others * How to support your children in
grief; how to answer their questions; when to worry and
when not to worry * How to honor the uniqueness of your
grief as a couple You will also learn: -How to use your
intuition to help guide you in life -How to connect with
your child who died in order to nurture the bond you will
always have and to feel a sense of peace -How to create
a detailed yet doable plan to move forward -How to deal
with grief and the grieving process You will cherish the
first-hand insights that this bereaved mom brings to the
table!
From the bestselling author of 'Hotel Kerobokan' and coauthor of Schapelle Corby's 'My Story' comes an
incredible account of Bali's hidden drug world. With
unprecedented access to some of Bali's biggest
international smugglers and local dealers, Kathryn
Bonella has written a book even more explosive and
revelatory than 'Hotel Kerobokan'.
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